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Valley splitting !VS" in strained SiGe/ Si/ SiGe quantum wells grown on !001" and 2° miscut
substrates is computed in a magnetic field. Calculations of flat structures significantly overestimate,
while calculations of perfectly ordered structures underestimate experimentally observed VS. Step
disorder and confinement alloy disorder raise the VS to the experimentally observed levels.
Atomistic alloy disorder is identified as the critical physics, which cannot be modeled with
analytical effective mass theory. NEMO-3D is used to simulate up to 106 atoms, where strain is
computed in the valence-force field and electronic structure in the sp3d5s* model. © 2007 American
Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2591432$
Silicon based quantum computing !QC" architectures1–3
are pursued4,5 due to their potential for scaling and their expected long decoherence times.6 However, the presence of
valley degeneracy in the conduction band of Si is often perceived as a problem for QC, leading to decoherence.7 Biaxial
strain separates the sixfold degeneracy into a lower twofold
and a raised fourfold degeneracy. Symmetry breaking due to
quantum confinement can further8 split the twofold degeneracy, called valley splitting !VS". Each VS state is spin split
by a magnetic field and the relative size of the splittings
needs to be designed carefully for realistic qubits.
Experimental evidence shows that the VS is overpredicted by at least one order of magnitude when a flat ideal
quantum well !QW" is assumed.9 This overprediction has
been associated with the experimental condition that the
QWs are typically grown on a 2° tilted #001$ substrate. Treatments in small atomistic representations support this claim.10
Effective mass treatments12,11 can explain the behavior of VS
in miscut QWs; however, they rely on perturbation theories
and ad hoc structure dependent fitting parameters and they
cannot address the atomistic alloy disorder at the interface.
This work expands on these concepts, represents strain and
interfaces atomistically, and includes disorder at the steps13
and disorder in the confining alloy, without any ad hoc fitting
parameters. The general purpose code NEMO-3D Ref. 14 is
utilized to perform multimillion atom simulations in domains
that are large enough to be representative of realistic device
geometries.
The physics of VS in a flat #001$ QW where four propagating states !±kz1 , ± kz2" form two bound states is discussed in
detail in Ref. 8. The VS physics of the miscut QW is significantly different. The detailed atomistic view of the unit cell
of a miscut QW grown on a #1̄0n$ substrate is shown in the
a"
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xz plane in Fig. 1!a". The origin of VS in an ideal miscut QW
is explained pictorially in Figs. 1!b"–1!d". In an analytical
view where mt and ml are the bulk Si transverse and longitudinal effective masses, the effective mass of the projected z
valleys along the #n01$ direction is 1 / meff = cos2!!T" / mt

FIG. 1. !Color online" VS in an ideal miscut QW: !a" minimal ideal unit cell
of a miscut QW consisting of four steps !n = 28 for 2° tilt". !b" Band structure of a miscut QW grown on the z! surface can be obtained by projecting
conduction band valleys at !0 , 0 , ± k0" onto the QW growth surface Ref. 19.
0
Two degenerate valleys are located at kx = ± k0 sin!!T" along #n01$. !c"
!
Valley-valley interaction at the crossing causes a minigap !"m" at # Refs. 20
and 21. Lowest valleys are degenerate. Here, aL = naSi. !d" Confinement the
in x! direction causes quadrate of states in two degenerate valleys centered
0
at kx! = ± kx to interact and split. All band structures in !b"–!d" are calculated
!
with sp3d5s* with spin-orbit coupling. Conventional tetrahedral unit cell is
used to obtain bulk Si band structures of !b". Lateral extensions of QWs of
!c" and !d" are Lx = 15.33 nm, Ly = 0.55 nm, and thickness is tz = 5.26 nm.
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FIG. 2. !Color online" !a" Schematic of SiGe/ Si/ SiGe
heterostructure and confining potential !Vz" along
growth direction. !b" Atomic scale representation of a
disordered Si/ SiGe interface. !c" Ideal steps along the
#100$ direction in the xy plane. !d" Schematic of the
step disorder along the y direction in Si/ SiGe heterostructures grown on 2° miscut substrates. Flat and disordered steps alternate Ref. 13.

+ sin2!!T" / ml, which is in agreement with our tight-binding
calculations. Here, the tilt angle !T = tan−1!1 / n" is the angle
between the #100$ and #n01$ crystal directions. At # a small
minigap forms similar to the flat QW case. This gap is, however, significantly higher in energy than the two degenerate
valleys at ±kx0!. Additional lateral confinement is needed in
miscut QWs to split the degeneracy of these lowest valleys
which can be provided by lateral electrostatic gates or a magnetic field.9,10
The Si1−xGex / Si/ SiGe !x = 0.30" structure proposed in
the architecture in Refs. 5 and 11 is fabricated on miscut
QWs sketched in Fig. 2!a". Modulation doping induces a
two-dimensional electron gas !2DEG" associated with a
built-in electrostatic potential. Figure 2!b" shows a zoomed
view of a possible random interface configuration when the
SiGe buffer is represented explicitly. Slanted QWs can be
assumed in a first approximation to be made up of repeated
regular steps #Figs. 2!a" and 2!c"$ creating a tilt angle !!T" to
the #100$ direction in the growth plane, causing the unit cell
to be large compared to that of a flat QW. However, Si QWs
grown on miscut substrates have an irregular steplike structure along the #100$ crystallographic axis13 #Fig. 2!d"$. The
remaining part of the letter focuses on the description of
various models used in simulation of realistic QWs and their
effect on VS. VS in flat QWs is computed for comparison.
NEMO-3D represents each atom in the simulation domain
explicitly. The Keating potential valence-force field model15
is used to move the atoms to positions which minimize the
total strain energy. A subsequent electronic structure calculation is based on the 20 band sp3d5s* tight-binding model.
The strain is included in the tight-binding Hamiltonian.14
Modulation doping induces a built-in electric field #Fig.
2!a"$. Here we do not solve the electrostatic potential selfconsistently but focus on the essential physics and assume a
constant electric field of 9 MV/ m along the growth
direction.9
The magnetic field is included by using gauge-invariant
Peierls substitution.16 The spin contribution to the magnetic
moment is included by adding $B%B to the diagonal matrix
elements, where $B is Bohr magneton and % are Pauli spin
matrices.
Irregularities in the y direction along the steps #Fig. 2!d"$
are implemented on the atomic scale using kink distributions
based on step and kink energies from experimental data.13
Step disorder is assumed to be quasiperiodic in the y direction, with a lateral extension of 15 nm. With periodicity in
the y direction and a magnetic field in the z direction, a
choice of the Landau gauge, A = Bxŷ for the vector potential
appears to be natural. However, due to the x-coordinate dependence of this gauge the device geometry cannot be taken

as periodic. The system must therefore be closed in the x
direction, which will indeed introduce confinement effects.
The artificial confinement induced by these spatial boundary
conditions competes with the realistic magnetic confinement
effects. The lateral x dimension is set to 150 nm, which is
about seven times larger than the maximum magnetic confinement length in a 2DEG at B = 1.5 T !%21 nm". For the
magnetic field range of 1.5– 4 T no lateral x-confinement
effects due to the closed boundary conditions are visible in
our simulations. Confinement is dominated by the magnetic
field.
40 nm of SiGe layers are included on the top and the
bottom of a 10 nm Si QW for strain calculations. This SiGe
thickness is sufficient to model the long range strain
disorder.17 Since the electronic states of interest in this problem are spatially confined to the QW and only weakly penetrate into the SiGe, one can safely reduce the electronic
structure domain to 3 nm of SiGe buffer around the Si QW.
These computationally extensive simulations contain around
!10 and 1.9" & 106 atoms in the strain and electronic structure domains, respectively. The computations were performed on nanoHUB.org computational resources18 requiring typically 20 CPUs for 30 h for each run. For the
idealized geometries without a SiGe buffer, a homogeneous
lattice distortion of '& = 0.013 is assumed throughout the Si
QW, as approximated from the full SiGe buffer system calculation and hard wall boundary conditions are assumed in
the z direction. Here the electronic structure domain includes
only 1.2& 106 atoms. Typical calculations required 15 h on
20 CPUs.18
VS is larger than spin splitting !SS" #Fig. 3!a"$ as desired
for QC. Inclusion of realistically disordered, interfaces !atom

FIG. 3. !Color online" !a" VS in a flat QW and SS in flat and miscut QWs.
VS increases due to the SiGe alloy disorder. SS remains unchanged by
disorders or miscut surfaces. !b" VS in 2° miscut Si QWs in the presence of
realistic disorders. Error bars represent standard deviation in VS. VS is
enhanced due to step as well as alloy disorder and is on the same order of
magnitude as reported in experiments Ref. 9.
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disorder, position disorder, and inhomogeneous strain" raises
VS further. Error bars represent the standard deviation in VS
obtained from five different samples of random SiGe alloy
disorder. Further statistical analysis is under way requiring
significantly more computation time. However, we believe
that the average values already predict the general physics.
The presence of the high electric field in the QW makes VS
virtually insensitive to small variations in thickness.8 Therefore the enhancement of VS is solely the effect of alloy disorder and not the effective increase in QW thickness due to
“softer” SiGe barriers. Atomistic numerical simulation is
needed to address this physics.
VS in 2° miscut QWs is suppressed by at least two orders of magnitude as compared to flat QWs #Fig. 3!a" and
3!b"$. SS, however, is not affected by the disorder or the
change in substrate orientation since it is a result of the geometry independent spin correction $B%B. The Landé g factor extracted from the SS plots in Fig. 3!a" is 2.0028, which
is very close to the ideal free-electron value as reported in
Ref. 9. The computed VS in 2° miscut QWs #Fig. 3!b"$
scales linearly with the magnetic field as observed in Ref. 9.
Realistic miscut QWs have two types of disorders: Alloy
disorder !atom disorder, position disorder, and inhomogeneous strain" #Fig. 2!b"$ and step disorder #Fig. 2!d"$. Figure
3!b" shows VS obtained from five different samples for each
of random alloy disorder, step disorder and both disorders
combined. Both disorders alone create significantly increased
VS. Among these alloy disorder produces a rapidly varying
spatial surface disorder. Figure 3!b" shows that slowly varying step disorder #Fig. 2!d"$ alone does not raise VS to observed values. Alloy disorder alone can raise VS to experimentally observed values9 dominating the effect of raised
VS. High frequency alloy disorder plays the dominant role in
the enhancement of VS in miscut QWs and not the parameter
sensitive step disorder.11 VS computed with both disorders
#Fig. 3!b"$ shows a linear behavior as observed in low field
measurements.9 Continuum effective mass theories12,11 do
not address the dependence of VS on alloy disorder and atomistic simulations as presented here are needed. VS that is
smaller than SS leads to the loss of information outside spin1 / 2 Quantum bit Hilbert space making them inadequate for
spin-based QC. Recent experiments have achieved VS higher
than SS in miscut QWs by electrostatic gating, which produces stronger confinement than magnetic fields.9
Using the powerful NEMO-3D tool, we are able to incorporate the effects of a miscut surface at atomic level in realistic SiGe/ Si/ SiGe QWs and observe a VS in accordance
with the experimental results, where both step roughness and
SiGe alloy disorders are included, enabling the prediction of
VS in realistic experiments. Key findings of this work are as
follows: !1" Lateral confinement is necessary to break the
degeneracy of the lowest energy states in miscut QWs. !2"
Disorder increases VS in miscut QWs by an order of magnitude but is not sufficient to raise it beyond SS as required for

spin-based QC architectures. !3" A very high lateral confinement typically provided by electrostatic gates is necessary to
raise VS above SS in miscut QWs. !4" While all calculations
in this work are performed in atomistic tight binding, the flat
and ordered miscut QW physics can be supported by an effective mass model. !5" Atomic details of alloy disorder and
step disorder are critical for modeling VS, which cannot be
addressed with continuum effective mass theory. !6" Alloy
disorder in the confinement is a dominating effect over step
disorder.
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